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ABSTRACT 

The internet is home to a vast amount of knowledge, much of 

which we do not have control over. This means that at any given 

time a knowledge source, one depends on, may suddenly vanish. 

Reasons for this wars, natural disasters or simply funding for a 

specific knowledge source running out. In order to combat this 

We intend to build a digital library that will store other digital 

libraries(knowledge sources) in such a way that (1) digital 

resources will be preserved in the long term, (2) changes to digital 

resources will be recorded and stored to produce versions of those 

digital resources and (3) we shall provide offline functionality for 

the digital library such that content will be preserved through 

crashes, as well as providing areas with poor network 

connections. 

 

Introduction 

This document presents a literature review examining various 

techniques to build a digital library. The main purpose of this 

review is to gain some understanding of the technologies out there 

and to evaluate them, so as to assist in the design of the final 

digital library. 

This review will include examining various digital library 

architectures and repository architectures to get an understanding 

of the high level design of the system, it will then look at already 

available toolkits that can help simplify the process of creating a 

digital library after an architecture is chosen. The review will also 

examine various client side(offline) techniques and tools for 

building digital library services and then finally it will look at 

web-archiving in particular examining the various crawler 

technologies out there, since this will be one of the primary 

techniques for acquiring digital objects for our archive. 
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1  Digital Library architecture 

A digital library is a complex system, hence if one is to build a 

rigorous and functional digital library, appropriate architecture 

needs to be followed. In order to choose an appropriate 

architecture the following properties of architecture need to be 

considered: whether the architecture is service driven, is open, 

scalable, preserves data long term, Privacy, Practical and supports 

Modularity [1].  

According to[1], components of a digital library, at a high level, 

can be categorised into these four categories: user Interface, 

repository, handle system and search system.  

1.1 Layered Architecture 

One of the most common architectures that satisfies this is a 

layered architecture. This architecture separates the functions of 

Insertion, storage, management and consumption into layers[2]. 

Management being a layer that oversees the repository since that 

is the most complex part of a digital library. 

 

Figure 1: Layered Architecture diagram 

 

 

1.2 Agent based architecture  
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Another architecture is an “Agent based architecture” [1],  which 

is a more decentralized approach to building a digital library. This 

architecture uses autonomous entities called agents to perform its 

functions. Agents specialize in specific services that a digital 

library performs and will only perform those services. Agents 

work together by “negotiating” with other agents in order to gain 

access to the resources they require[3]. 

 

Figure 2: Agent Based Architecture Diagram 

1.3 Open digital library architecture 

The final architecture that will be discussed is the Open Digital 

Library Architecture[4]. This is a component based architecture 

which relies on other digital libraries exposing their meta data 

which is then used by the digital library requesting that 

information. This meta data is communicated by using the OAI-

PMH. ODL’s take this a step further, by having digital libraries it 

communicates with also be providers of certain services digital 

libraries provide. 

 

Figure 3: ODL and OAI architecture diagrams 

  

 

 

 

 

1.4 Discussion  

The three architectures that have been discussed here can be 

separated into two distinct categories. The first category being a 

component based architecture, of which the Agent Based 

Architecture and the Open Digital Library architecture fit into and 

the second being a more monolithic architecture which the layered 

architecture fits into. 

The agent based architecture does have some similarities to the 

layered architecture, in the sense that agents are used to fulfill the 

same functions that the layers fulfil[3]. The main advantage of 

using an agent based approach over a layered approach is that it 

allows for greater scalability and flexibility. The main reason for 

this is because an agent is able to be created in isolation, and 

easily be  integrated into the system without having to change 

much other logic. In the layered architecture logic in the upper 

layers will have to be modified to accommodate this new change. 

One of the problems the agent based architecture suffers from is 

performance. Agents need to communicate with each other to 

perform functions, and this communication step adds extra time. 

Other architectures such as the layered architecture don’t suffer 

from this. 

ODL much like the agent based architecture is made up of various 

components that provide services, however these components are 

sourced from other digital libraries through the use of XPMH. 

This architecture has a massive advantage over the other two 

discussed simply because using this architecture one has access to 

far more information than the other two architectures simply by 

design. Unlike the agent based architecture this architecture does 

not suffer as much from performance problems: Internal user 

requests are very quick and using the ODL/OAI is faster than 

spawning other server side processes[4]. 

Across all the architectures discussed here the Agent Based 

architecture and the Open Digital Library have the key advantage 

of being more easily scalable than the Layered Architecture which 

is a key requirement for digital libraries. 

 

2      Repository architecture 

The repository is the key component of a digital library since all 

services or layers will have to interact with it. Hence the 

organization and storage of data is key. The core requirements a 

digital repository needs to have are: Long Term Preservation / 

Access to the repository’s content, well organized Meta-data, 

Interoperability, Security/ User Certification and organization of 

digital objects[2]. 

Metadata is one of the most important pieces of information in a 

digital library and hence how it is stored in a repository is a key 

consideration when designing a digital repository. There are three 

approaches to its storage: relational biased solution, Document-

biased solution and unbiased solution. 

2.1 Approach One – a relational biased solution 

 In this solution Objects and Metadata are stored in a relational  

multi-media, database. Files are stored as BLOBS and an ER 

schema will  show how to connect these tables in the DB to tables 

holding meta data.  
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2.2 Approach two – Document biased solution 

Files are stored in database(with pointers/labels) and metadata 

stored in an XML document repository. Business logic is hence 

needed to associate the two components, requiring a lot of code. 

In addition unique ids are needed in both xml and actual files.  

2.3 Approach three – unbiased solution. 

Use a relational DB with native XML support. Metadata stored 

separately from the binary files, in XML documents that follow 

their own schema. This approach is the most common approach 

[2]. 

This approach has several benefits over the above two approaches. 

With regard to approach (2.2) this approach fixes the problem of 

needing business logic to link the metadata and the binary data, 

due to both of them now being managed by one data base 

management system. This approach is also a direct improvement 

to approach (2.1) since the metadata is stored separately. This 

allows for an easy way to contribute to the OAI and allows for 

metadata about an object to be preserved even if the actual object 

is removed somehow. 

2.4 FEDORA 

FEDORA is an archiving tool which can be used to create digital 

repositories. This repository is ideal for storing complex digital 

objects[5]. This model consists of object models that are templates 

for various digital objects that are stored in the repository. These 

object models describe and control what the repository can do 

with the actual files being stored[6]. This kind of architecture may 

be useful to consider when designing our archive of archives 

because an archive itself could be classified by one of these object 

models. 

3   Toolkits for building digital libraires  

Digital libraries are very complex structures with many 

components, independent of which architecture you use. In order 

to simplify the creation of digital libraries, toolkits can be used. 

The toolkits that will be discussed here are the SimpleDL toolkit, 

FEDORA toolkit and Dspace 

3.1 SimpleDL 

SimpleDL is a tool for creating pre-generated digital libraries in a 

low resource environment[7]. SimpleDL allows for the long term 

preservation of data and retains data through network failures or 

computer system crashes. In addition, simpleDL allows for the 

easy migration of data. 

This toolkit has several benefits for the archive that we are 

building. Most notably the fact that it has support for offline 

functionality, which is something our archive needs to have. A 

disadvantage of simpleDL is that our archive will store a lot of 

digital objects and simpleDL can only return results in a feasible 

amount of time for up to 100 000 items, of which our digital 

repository may contain more.  

 

3.2 FEDORA 

Another common tool that specializes in assisting in digital 

repository design is FEDORA. This service architecture consists 

of three layers: Web Services Exposure Layer, the Core 

Subsystem Layer and the Storage Layer[6]. This tool is useful 

since our digital library needs to be able to store complex 

objects(other archives).  This tools main features include: XML 

submission and storage, Parameterized disseminators, Access 

Control and Authentication, Default Disseminator, Searching,  

OAI Metadata Harvesting and Batch Utility. Features such as 

versioning, which is an important requirement for our archive, 

will be made available in future updates. Fedora has four main use 

cases: Fedora "out-of-the-box", A digital asset management 

system, A digital library for a research university and  Fedora for 

distributed content objects. In practice a typical implementation 

uses a blend of all four of these use-cases. 

[8] presents a case study of where FEDORA was used to create an 

extensible digital repository. The digital repository in this paper 

has a similar goal to ours since this repository was also used to 

store already made collections of digital objects. The Fedora 

architecture allowed them to have: support for heterogeneous data 

types; (2) accommodation of new types as they emerge; (3) 

aggregation of mixed, possibly distributed, data into complex 

objects; (4) the ability to specify multiple content disseminations 

of these objects; and (5) the ability to associate rights management 

schemes with these disseminations. 

3.3 Dspace 

Dspace is another tool used for creating, normally, institutional 

digital libraries[9]. This tool provides many core aspects a digital 

library requires robust repository architecture, search and browse 

functions, web user interface, ingesting functionality and OAI 

support, all in one toolkit. Dspace orders members of the 

community that will use the digital library in a hierarchical 

fashion to determine their interaction permissions (namely 

addition and deletion permissions)[16]. Dspace follows a layered 

architecture approach, consisting of three layers: Application 

Layer, Business logic layer and storage layer. Dspace is 

considered to be the most popular tool for creating digital 

libraries[17].  

 

3.4 Discussion 

SimpleDL has many differences with Dspace and FEDORA. This 

toolkit is designed to create libraries that are a lot smaller in scale 

to libraries created with DSpace and FEDORA. SimpleDL adopts 

a more lightweight approach to developing digital libraries, so it 

wont have all the features Dspace and FEDORA have. What 

SimpleDL does that DSpace and FEDORA cant do, is that it 

provides offline functionality  and hence reduces the dependency 

on remote servers. SimpleDL is also a lot simpler to maintain and 

build since there are less moving parts. One notable advantage 

simpleDL has over FEDORA is that simpleDL comes with user 

interface and search engine features. If one uses FEDORA these 

have to be integrated with it[17]. Like Dspace simpleDL also 

allows the feature for user profiling allowing one to set 

permissions of users. Of course Dspace and FEDORA have the 

advantage of doing a lot of what SimpleDL can do but at a much 

larger scale. Examples being, that libraries made using these tools, 
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store more data and access data faster than simpleDL libraries and 

the storage of more complex digital objects can be 

accommodated. 

FEDORA and Dspace are both tools that are used in creation of 

large institutional digital libraries hence they do share some 

similarities. The tools are compared in the table below. 

 

Comparison 

points 

Dspace FEDORA 

1. OAI support Yes Yes 

2. UI and 

search feature 

Yes Needs to be integrated 

with software that 

performs that function 

3. Architecture 
Layered: Application, 

Business logic and 

storage layer 

Layered: 

Webservices, core 

subsystem and storage 

layer 

4. Storage of 

digital content 

Stored as items which 

are made up of 

Bundles, Bitstreams 

and Bitstream formats 

all of which make up 

different 

representation of the 

file 

Stored as objects with 

mappings to different 

representations of that 

objects(for example 

file formats) 

5. File formats 

supported 

Can store any type Can store any type 

6. Complexity 
Used primarily to 

create institutional 

wide digital libraries 

Can be used to design 

solutions for simpler 

problems not just for 

institutional digital 

library design. For 

example it can just be 

for storage and 

management of 

simple content 

objects(e.g. Jpegs, 

pdfs) 

Figure 4: Comparison table comparing important aspects of 

digital library toolkits between FEDORA and Dspace 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4   Offline Archiving approaches 

A key requirement for our archive is for it to be operational in an 

offline environment, in other words, have many of the services 

that a digital library provides be run on the clients browser, 

instead of some server. Research has been done into this field and 

this section will examine in browser search engine designs. 

Approach One 

In this first approach[10] Ajax is used as the tool to create many 

client side digital library services. One such example is an in-

browser query system. All data is indexed and the inverted files as 

well as the mapping of id to actual name are stored in XML files.  

Each inverted file contains part of a document id to link 

documents of its type, allowing for simple queries. 

Approach Two 

The second approach uses an extended Boolean model, and was 

designed based off of typical information retrieval policies 

described in Managing Gigabytes[11]. It uses two applications: 

create index.pl and search.js. search.js simply builds the indices 

needed by producing lists of inverted indices for each field. 

Search.js uses that index to locate the item and display it. This 

search engine has good performance with the most complicated 

search taking less than half a second to complete for collections of 

32000 items[11]. 

Approach Three 

Another approach that allows for offline functionality would be to 

use the Greenstone architecture. This approach involves indexing 

collections and then distributing them on a CDROM[11]. Users 

use the service by first selecting a collection they want to use 

then, use browsing terms to further filter the results and then can 

use search terms to find individual words or phrases that occur in 

selected parts of the document[12]. At a high level the system 

works by organizing the data into collections, each of which have 

five directories(import, GML, indices of the collection, building 

information and support files(e.g., configuration files). When new 

additions to collections are made, importing occurs, in which 

source material is converted to GML(Greenstone markup 

language), which includes any metadata that comes with the 

document. The building step then occurs; which index the 

data[12]. 

Discussion 

All three of these techniques are very suitable to design digital 

libraries or services of digital libraries. Ajax is a more flexible 

approach compared to Greenstone since Greenstone requires the 

installation of their own operating system and Ajax  needs just use 

the technology built into browsers. Ajax technology as mentioned 

earlier is used to build individual services that can be integrated 

into digital library systems. This is advantageous over Greenstone 

since Greenstone is a full package tool and cannot be easily 

integrated with other client side services. 

Searching is an important service in digital libraries, each of 

which the above approaches are able to perform. These search 

engines have been evaluated in different ways. The Ajax based 
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search engine has been used in the Bleek and Lloyd 

collection[10]. The search engine used in approach two has been 

evaluated through a number of experiments ultimately theorizing 

that this approach can be used on collections of 100 000 items 

feasibly[11]. Greenstone’s search service has been long 

established and is able to operate on collections that have several 

thousand to millions of records[12]. While it seems Greenstone is 

the best option to choose, all of its features are not necessary 

when designing smaller repositories. Approach one and two are 

hence advantageous to use in the design of smaller repositories. 

 

 

5 Web Archiving  

Web archiving is a branch of archiving in which the digital 

objects stored are other websites. Decisions related to selecting, 

acquiring, organizing, storing, describing and providing access, 

are considered when doing this process[13].  This section is going 

to focus on acquiring(Crawlers: HTTrack, Heritrix and WGet) and 

storing(WARC format). 

5.1 HTTrack 

HTTrack is a free and open source crawler[13]. One of the main 

properties of this crawler is that the URL structure of the archived 

websites is mirrored by the way this crawler writes the websites to 

disk(recursive). Because of this links no longer take you to the 

live website but rather to the copy stored on the disk. This may 

not be a problem for our, archive however another problem about 

this crawler is that it has slow speeds for crawls and for opening 

the harvested content. 

5.2 Heritrix 

Heritrix is a widely used crawler that has been used as an 

alternative to HTTrack[13]. Heritrix stores all harvested web-

content in ARC or WARC containers. Another useful feature it 

has is that it can be configured to ensure that data is not duplicated 

in the repository if the same website content is received from 

future crawls. Notable limitations include[14]: There are no 

scheduled revisits to areas of interest to receive updates to stored 

objects, Limited ability to recover from in-crawl hardware/system 

failure, requires sophisticated operator tuning to run large crawls 

within machine resource limits and it cannot coordinate with other 

instance of Heritrix performing crawls. 

5.3 WGet 

The final crawler that will be discussed is WGet[15]. WGet is a 

utility tool for downloading website content, which can be 

configured as a crawler and downloads files to the depth specified 

by the user. It uses HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, and FTPS, which is the 

most widely used Internet Protocols. According to [15] This tool 

is also a non-interactive command line tool so it can be called 

from scripts, cron jobs and terminals without X-Windows support. 

This crawler delivers WARC output. This crawler also is able to 

continue running when there is no network connection. It wont 

harvest any data but will continue trying to until the network 

connection is restored. 

 

5.4 ARC and WARC 

All of the crawlers discussed  are able to assist in the 

acquisition a huge amount of data from the internet. The 

ARC and WARC file formats are used as a way to store all 

this data compactly[18]. The ARC file format has some 

notable limitations in comparison to the WARC format. 

The main limitation being that it is unindexed meaning that 

to access web data one needs to scan the entire ARC file. 

WARC remedies this problems with certain format 

enhancements[19]. This allows files stored in WARC to 

have operations performed on them a lot easier for example 

migration of data from old formats to newer formats while 

still linking preserving and linking the old file formats to 

the newer file formats.   

 

 Summary 

 This review discussed topics related to the building of 

digital archives. The first important step to building an archive is 

to look at the architecture that it will be designed from. The 

architectures discussed here included: layered architectures, agent 

based architectures and ODL. The key points to take away here 

was that the agent based architecture and ODL were more scalable 

and flexible as opposed to the layered architecture. 

Various toolkits for building digital libraries were then examined. 

Each of these toolkits were compared based on: the complexity of 

a library that can be built by them; features present in some and 

not in others and the way they stored and distributed their 

contents. It was found that Dspace is the best institutional library 

tool and that SimpleDL is the best choice for smaller library 

development. Offline or client side services were then examined, 

in particular searching and browsing, and compared to one 

another in terms of performance and uses cases. The technologies 

compared were AJAX, a Boolean model and Greenstone. It was 

found that both AJAX and Boolean model approaches worked 

well for smaller library design. The final section spoke about web-

archiving in which: three types of crawlers were examined and 

file formats ARC and WARC, which these crawlers typically 

store data in. It was found that both WeGet and Heritrix and 

WARC file formats are better to use at this point in time. 
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